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As they turned 70, the authors of 70Candles! This reserve, useful and inspirational, describes
what they found in their reading, their ongoing 70candles." They and their peers have
discovered this brand-new era exciting, sometimes scary, but full of opportunity. "Welcome to
later years. These septuagenarians knew they were not like their own grandmothers who sat in
rocking seats knitting. But what's the new normal? Women Thriving within their 8th Decade set
out to investigate how females their age and old had been living their lives.com blog, and
70candles conversation organizations held in various parts of the U.S. Although they have taken
somewhat different paths, the authors concur that turning 70 and entering their eighth decade
has, indeed, been momentous. These were curious about the difficulties and joys of their age-
mates, their function and retirement position, living arrangements, family and cultural
connections, and even more. They sought role versions for themselves and messages for the
droves of seniors on the heels. As developmental psychologists talk about life's stages and
phases and rites of passage, the objective of this book is the recognition that 70 is something
important, part of an intriguing fresh stage of life, not just a birthday like any additional. is
aimed at all females approaching 70 and in their 70's and those thinking about this journey-
men, women, family and friends. 70Candles!
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Seems classist, just a little racist, and superficial The book is superficial and utilizing a false
positive perspective talking in one specific elite of women with enough monetary resources to
live the dream of choices, getting new jobs, traveling, having great families. What's most
dangerous is the class bias, both writers think that everyone in this world would have enough
money to do all of the things they are doing? Additionally, they only care for several females
like them? Well, these were amazed that some African American women had similar designs of
discussion that them! They did not include African Americans when they started the task, at the
end they do, and also do a Mexican heritage group with ( I really believe) the even more
conservative and retrograde ladies with Mexican ancestry. These were so proud to be great
wives. I don’t understand the fantastic reviews. Great insights! I am from Argentina and came
here at thirty years old, I am inserted in the Latino community of my state, and I never met a
group of females that follow the stereotype of machism and marianism like the group defined in
the reserve which appears to be describing several females from the eighteen century. good to
know other women going right through similar experiences and how they are coping. Be real add
a sample of people that reflects the population of your nation; it isn't true that you feel good
only with individuals who that are the same as you. It’s okay, not great. Five Stars better than
expected. This book,"70Candles", gave me some path, caused me to arrange questions for my
future and current existence and posed queries that I hadn't even considered yet. Therefore I've
purchased two more books, one for my sister and something for my sister-in-regulation, who in a
couple of years will reach their 70s and may be better prepared i quickly was to meet the future.
good to learn other women going right through similar experiences and ." moments here
Perhaps I am extremely lucky or ahead of the curve, but as a gloriously happy 69 year old retiree
there is little news here and way too much repetition of information and observations. I
acquired hoped this would be a book I possibly could give to friends because of their 70th
birthdays, but everybody knows this and are living good, active, reinvented lives while dealing
with past, present, and looming health issues. The only real new information was in the last
chapter re living choices and death cafes. Few "Ah ha!.. "not by yourself" reading. Different
factors of view, Different issued of later life well addressed. Well, for me, the publication is
poisonous it creates me and the people I know to feel stupid and lacking creativity, on the other
hand, I would not have the ability to do anything of things that they do when I retire from might
work not for lack of creativity, but for having less resources. Words of wisdom This book was a
bit different than expected but still useful. Some of the info from respondents was inspirational,
particularly those within their 80s and up. Five Stars every women hesitantly marching into her
seventh decade owes it to herself to read and share this book! If you’ve simply turned 70 or
understand someone who has, you understand this material and may have written the book.. I'm
too young to be aged! Timely... Never to my liking. Just didn’t move me. The reality of America is
usually its diversity, simply ignoring it isn't going away. Excellent guide Excellent item! A well
documented, thorough method of ladies in the eighth decade! Disappointed Very disappointing.
who in a couple of years will certainly reach their 70s and could be better prepared i quickly was
to meet up the future This book was a god send to me as my husband 48 yrs had just died in a
foreign country and I not merely had his death to handle but also to organize my move back to
the united states. much better
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